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INTACAPITAL SWITZERLAND

IntaCapital Swiss

About Us

Engaging a bespoke fusion and
integration of contemporary and
traditional Swiss methodologies, we
provide efficient and vitalising financial
solutions.

The world of finance is a constantly changing
environment. It presents new opportunities
and challenges on a daily basis. To succeed in
today’s competitive commercial surroundings
we listen, learn and evolve. We meet and adapt
to change and innovation.

Influential and progressive, IntaCapital Swiss
(ICS) provide tailored financial packages that
meet our client needs in an international
commercial arena.
We practice the traditional Swiss values
of quality, strength and confidentiality that
necessitate responsibility in demanding
economic climates.

Located within one of the world’s premier
banking communities, partnered with some
of the largest financial institutions and
professional service providers, IntaCapital
Swiss are at the cutting edge of prevailing
financial environments.
We help you get effective, viable solutions to
meet your current financial requirements.

Combining excellence with competitive
pricing, we successfully deliver
simplicity to complex financial requirements.
Integrating over 150 years core-team
experience and represented in over 12
countries, ICS hold a strong and reliable netw
ork of professional financial intermediaries
allowing us to deliver a personal and efficient
service to our clients and single use
customers.
Offering secure and confidential assistance
we provide the utmost attention and quality of
service and welcome your enquiry or new
account application.

Our partners
Working with IntaCapital Swiss opens up
access to the exclusive skill-set of our
exceptionally experienced team and in
addition brings access to a unique network of
funders, investors and finance professionals,
world-wide.
Holding strong and trusted relationships that
span many years, we continue to build and
develop strong strategic partnerships and
alliances with finance providers and
professionals, allowing us to offer only the best
in service, discretion and client care, delivering
true and unrivalled performance.
We sustain a truly international network of
Appointed Representatives enabling us to give
our clients the attention and high quality
service that they have come to expect from
the IntaCapital brand.
To find out more on what to expect as a client
of IntaCapital Swiss, discover here.

Corporate Resume
Born of integrity, IntaCapital Swiss holds over 150 years experience of strategic, modern and
dynamic funding and re-financing methodologies.
Our professional team, coupled with our international networks of finance professionals,
bankers and funding providers give our clients access to a unique, comprehensive and
powerful range of finance facilities and fund raising techniques.
Like the Swiss state itself, IntaCapital Swiss is rapidly becoming distinguished for its excellence,
discretion and quality of service. Celebrated for reliance, performance and confidentiality, we
continue to go from strength to strength developing true and lasting relationships with our
clients.
Represented in over 12 countries world-wide, IntaCapital Swiss is head-quartered in Genève
(Geneva), Switzerland and provides links to proficient funders, investors, bankers and finance
professionals providing its clients with sustainable and efficient funding and re-finance
facilities.
To discover how IntaCapital Swiss has facilitated financial services around the world, view our
case studies or get in touch for tailored advice.

Our Promise
We provide our clients with the
utmost professional service at all
times and operate a strict Swiss code
of conduct.
Very competitive rates with no
advance fees.
Trusted Advice
We will always ensure that our clients
are given the correct advice in which
to base their decisions and strategies.
We will present all options and
facilities that are available to our
clients and ensure they have full and
comprehensive information to help
plan ahead.
We advise and implement all
necessary actions needed to achieve
our clients funding objectives.
Confidentiality & Security
Rest assured of our discretion. Get
ahead of the competition, swiftly and
discretely.
We never share any personal or
business information to anyone
unconnected with our client’s
application. All information is treated
in the strictest confidence and never
circulated
A dedicated Client Relationship
Manager guides our clients through
the application process.
Efficiency & Performance
We work quickly and swiftly toward
obtaining the required facilities.
We aim to provide our clients with
written indicative terms of all
applicable facilities so they have time
to consider each option carefully
before committing anything.

We provide full written Terms of any
and all facilities available with no
obligation, costs or fees.
We guide our clients through the
whole process until successful
completion.
We ensure that facilities are delivered
effectively, on-time and on-target.
Our Financiers will work closely and
directly with our clients.
Our Clients will have access to all our
services and networks of
professionals world-wide.

